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Abstract

Computed tomography (CT) in cardiac examination is a powerful imaging tool that has developed rapidly during the last decade and continues to increase its potential by bringing novel technologies. Due to its noninvasive character, cardiac CT became a largely used method in detecting coronary diseases or functional issues at the expense of conventional coronary angiography. The accuracy of images has also increased, especially since new generation dual-source multi-slice detectors were developed. Although there are continuous improvements that serve to gain better-quality images, thus increasing their diagnostic accuracy, there is an inconvenient that became a serious topic for debate in the current literature: exposure to higher doses of radiation during cardiac CT examinations. Fortunately, physicians and manufacturers are taking into consideration the need to apply new strategies for radiation dose-reduction. Thus, this objective can be achieved by using patient-tailored dose-reduction strategies and by modulating the technical features of the CT scanners in order to gather high-quality images with minimal radiation exposure. The aim of this manuscript was to review the current literature data on dose-reduction strategies that are used for cardiovascular computed tomography scans.
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Introduction

Cardiac computed tomography (CT) is a very promising modern imaging technique, which has abruptly emerged over the last decade. Nowadays, it is known that this noninvasive technique has a high grade of accuracy, especially since manufacturers have developed 64- or more slices CT systems. Since then, the importance of this reliable technique has increased in identifying coronary artery disease, and it is widely accepted at the moment as a powerful diagnostic tool, an alternative to conventional coronary angiography. Despite its great diagnostic value, physicians have raised important concerns over the adverse side of cardiac computed tomography: radiations. With continuous technical advances, CT scans play an important role in revealing and detailing atherosclerotic plaques on coronary arteries. Alongside those significant improvements, multi-slice CT (MSCT) bears a considerable volume of radia-
A radiation dose of approximately 40 mSv is delivered by a cardiac MSCT scan during a routine examination without any dose-saving protocols. Due to the increased importance of the method and its high utilization, its long-term side effects and especially malignant consequences have become a serious topic of debate in the current literature.

Understanding how the amount of radiations influences the appearance of secondary disorders and developing strategies for lowering the emission of radiations, are the actual challenging milestones. The exposure to radiation is dependent on many factors related to CT scanners, such as scanner geometry, electrocardiogram-gating (ECG-gating) applications, tube voltage levels, tube current levels, slice thickness, and pitch value, and most of these parameters are controlled by CT operators during procedures, according to the desired image quality. Therefore, it is necessary to develop new scanning and acquisition strategies in order to lower the exposure to radiation, without compromising the quality of the images.

This clinical review discusses potential dose-reduction methods available at the moment for cardiovascular computed tomography scanning.

At present, there are several types of strategies available for decreasing exposure to radiations delivered during a routine cardiac CT, with the condition to preserve image quality. These dose-reduction methods are based on the modulation of various parameters of the CT scanner, depending on either the experience of the radiologist or on the scanner manufacturer settings. Hence, it is important to assess when is it possible to use an appropriate strategy to lower radiation exposure and to maintain the radiation dose as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA).

Current modalities for dose reduction consist in balancing several machine-related factors such as scan range and geometry of scanning, post-processing filters, the tube current emitted and the voltage of the scanner tube, CT pitch, slice thickness and shielding, as well as ECG-gating scan.

**POST-PROCESSING FILTERS**

The most effective modality for dose reduction consists in the use of post-processing filters after a scan was performed. There are algorithms analyzing the scanned image that are capable to eliminate image noise but preserve image quality. The amount of dose reduction is estimated to be up to 80%, and usually these filters are applied to images acquired using low-dose radiation protocols.

**ECG-GATED SCANNING – PROSPECTIVE ACQUISITION**

ECG-gated scanning represents another modality for successfully lowering the exposure, by performing a CT scan based on heart rate and the phases of the cardiac cycle. An efficient approach is represented by the prospective ECG-triggered acquisition, defined by recording of data during a determinate phase of the cardiac cycle triggered by the QRS signal, which will activate the gantry rotation while the table is fixed. This technique is repeated until the entire anatomical area of interest is covered. The benefit of this technique in terms of radiation exposure is a reduction in dose of an estimated 68%, without compromising the quality of the recorded images. The requirement to obtain a satisfactory result is a regular and low heart rate, because the QRS signal and the R-R interval are calculated in order to trigger the scanning process. Although there are enormous benefits associated with this method, it is used only to analyze anatomical areas, because the functional data is not delivered due to the short acquisition during a predefined period of the R-R interval.

**ECG-GATED SCANNING – PROSPECTIVE ACQUISITION AND HIGH PITCH**

Another dose reduction strategy includes the prospective ECG-gated scan associated with a large pitch of up to 3.4 on second-generation dual-source CT scanners. The higher the value of pitch level, the lower the amount of radiation will be. Hence, image acquisition is made by rotating the gantry at larger lengths, without a lack of images due to the presence of gaps between successively recorded data, such as in past-generation CT scanners. The method is recommended in patients with a low heart rate and a stable rhythm and can also decrease the amount of emitted radiations that could reach an estimated value of 1 mSv per examination.

**ECG-GATED SCANNING – RETROSPECTIVE ACQUISITION**

Retrospective ECG-gated acquisition with a low pitch value is a frequently used mode for cardiac CT scans, delivering a high dose of radiation with the benefit of gaining good-quality images for functional aspects of the examined heart. One possible method to decrease the high dose delivered with this method is the modulation of tube current. Hence, the tube current is set to be at a maximum level during a predefined single phase of the heart...
cycle (mid-to-end of the diastole), resulting in a reduced exposure of up to 50% due to the overall dose of radiations emitted during a cardiac CT scan.\textsuperscript{18–20} The factors that need to be modulated are the value of the tube current and its duration, which need to be as low as possible during specific phases of the cardiac cycle, and heart rate needs to be regular and lowered in order to increase the recording time up to 75% of the corresponding cardiac phase.\textsuperscript{21,22}

**NON-ECG GATED SCANNING**

Another option to gather CT images using a low radiation dose consists in non-ECG gated acquisitions. However, they can only be used in special cases such as analysis of the aorta, pulmonary veins, or the left atrium.\textsuperscript{17}

The next important strategy consists in properly preparing the patient before performing the scan. It includes filters to attenuate low energies delivered by the X-ray tube, which might not be necessary during certain scans and does not contribute to image acquisition, adding only an exceeding amount of radiations to the overall dose. The choice for the size of X-ray filters should be made rationally, considering that the smaller the filter is, the higher the dose-reduction. The radiology engineer has to balance the beneficial aspects by using a small filter and the size of the resulting field of view, which in this case would be smaller. Collimators are filter-like tools, representing another option for protecting the patients from unnecessary high doses during X-rays. They are positioned near the CT tube in order to limit the X-ray stream exposure only in the area of interest. Additional protective measures include the use of bismuth-latex shields, positioned between the X-ray beam and the protected area. It would be essential in the examination of female patients due to the unnecessary exposure of the breasts during a CT scan. It has been shown that this strategy would decrease the exposure up to 57%, but it is actually not recommended during routine scans because of the important degradation of images. Therefore, it would need further improvements in manufacturer technology in order to become usable during routine examinations and to offer high protection on certain anatomical areas, such as the breasts in female patients.\textsuperscript{18–20}

**TUBE POTENTIAL**

On the other hand, there are a few options related to the setup of the machine, which can be adjusted in order to increase the balance between benefits and side effects during a cardiac CT examination. Another CT scan factor, which can be an effective dose-reduction strategy, is tube potential modulation. Tube potential is defined as the electric potential that gives the tube its energy and radiation intensity.

**TUBE CURRENT**

Tube current represents the process of accelerating electrons through the X-ray tube related to the time unit, measured as milliamperes per second (mAs). It is proportional with the amount of emitted radiation and inversely proportional with image noise. Thus, by lowering the current of the tube, the radiation dose would decrease, at the expense of image quality. However, regarding cardiovascular imaging, it is possible to use low currents and obtain satisfactory data. To enhance this beneficial feature of a CT scan, radiology engineers can also modulate other factors such as anatomy-based scanning or acquisition-based scanning on ECG-triggered scans. Given that most cardiac CT examinations are performed using retrospective ECG-gated acquisitions, it is crucial to modulate the tube current during the acquisition phase. Using the ECG-gated mode, tube current emission is active during the whole cardiac cycle while being correlated to a single breath-hold. Then, image reconstruction will follow, with the analysis of only one phase of cardiac cycle. Thus, this technique could use less radiation by applying rational adjustments: the current tube would be higher when a specific phase needs to be analyzed, using the high-quality images during the reconstruction stage, and lower dose exposure during other phases of the cardiac cycle that are not of interest, resulting in increased image noise. The amount of dose-reduction by performing a cardiac CT with this strategy is between 30% to 50%.\textsuperscript{22,23} A similar technique is the anatomy-based tube current adaptation, where the tube current is automatically adjusted to the body shape, analyzed in a three-dimensional design. Despite its contribution in reducing the radiation dose with about 20%, currently this method has a relatively low utility due to the small angular fluctuation of the attenuation of the heart.\textsuperscript{24}

**TUBE VOLTAGE**

Tube energy, known as tube voltage, is the power generated by the X-ray tube during a CT scan. The latest generation scanners have increased the level of delivered energy, making the examination time shorter, alongside with increasing the dose of radiation. The maximum level of the tube energy is 100 kW, which corresponds to an amount of radiations of 100 mGy.\textsuperscript{25} Current protocols use a higher power for low-normal weight patients due to lower attenu-
atation of x-rays in these patients. Despite this, it has been recently shown that there is possibility to gather good-quality images with a decreased tube voltage by increasing iodine absorption when the heart is exposed to a lower voltage.26–28

CONCLUSION

Cardiac computed tomography is reliable imaging method, which has grown rapidly in the last decade and continues to develop in order to achieve what patients and clinicians are looking for — the best decision-making process in terms of diagnosis. However, these improvements also bring side effects, which have to be managed judiciously by clinicians, radiology engineers, and manufacturers. Currently, there are many options to overcome this inconvenient. Dose-reduction strategies should be known by every clinician in order to inform patients on the beneficial part of CT scans, as well as their side effects. Thus, strategies for lowering radiation exposure must begin by analyzing the patients’ features, such as the body weight to adapt the amount of beam potential and the heart rate and rhythm, and also information regarding the type of scan — functional or anatomical. Cardiac CT scan strategies that are tailored to patient characteristics, are based on anatomical features, and use the latest scanner technologies according to dose-saving strategies should represent the current protocol.
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